Custom Made
Order Form
Congratulations, you have made a fantastic choice that will enhance your every
riding experience. Not only will you be more comfortable, you will never have
to concern your self with the "fallen spur" or "restricted circulation" problem again!
You are choosing a product that is game changer for the equestrian community!
Count Yourself as one of the first to experience this revolutionary system, that not only
brings unique style and fit, but also provides a safer, more reliable and extremely
adaptable approach to riding with spurs.
Let's get started with some important information about You.
Name:
Address:

Email address:
Phone #:
Best time to contact you by phone:
Most predominant riding discipline?
Shoe size and brand:
Chosen style of chaps:
Preferences for colors and materials: (We will go into more detail about this together later,
this is just to help lay out the plan of action.)

Special needs:
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Custom Made Measurements
Enter your measurements on the right, use the instructions on
page 2 to get the most accurate results. Use cm or inches*.
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* Be sure to indicate if you are using cm or inches. Cross one out!

Custom Measuring Guide
The most accurate way to take measurements for chaps
is sitting on your horse, with legs in stirrups for the way
you ride. You will need, a tape measure, some tape
about 1.5cm or 1/2" wide, a pen, and a friend.
Read through all the instructions first, using the sketch on page 2 as a reference. Then measure.

A - Measure from the top

B- Measure from just under

(Some people like them
taller than others.)

(Zipper or laces will be
covered up.)

C- Measure from the crease
behind the knee to the top
of the boot heel at the
center back.

D- The crease from behind

of the boot heel to the top
of the top of the desired
chap height.

the knee cap bone, around
curve of the instep, to the
end of the zipper or laces.

the knee, on C, continues
up the inside of the knee.

Use this crease to measure
down inside of calf to the
top of the boot heel.

E- Using the same crease
behind the knee, measure
around the top of the leg.
Make sure you can move
the tape left and right a bit.
We don't want them too tight!

F- Now find the widest part

of your calf, measure around
it.
Mark the line with tape (F).

Mark this line with tape (E).

G - Measure around the top
line of your paddock boots.
Mark this with tape (G).

H- Measure from the center

of the top tape (E) to the
center of the middle tape (F).

Custom Measuring Guide

I - Measure from the center

J- Measure from the

of the middle tape (F), to the
center of the bottom tape (G).

center of the bottom tape
(H) to the top of the boot
heel.

K- Measure over the top
of your paddock boots
the position where your
spur strap normally sits.

Measure from the top of
the sole each side.

(This measurement is very important. Have a trainer assist if you are unsure.)

Congratulations! You are now one step closer to having the best riding chaps ever designed!
Double check all your measurements as you go, and enter them onto page 2.
Be sure to indicate if you are using cm or inches, either are fine.
You can scan as a pdf and return to CustomerService@ImpeccableEquerry.com, or snail mail
to our office; The Impeccable Equerry LLC, 9680 Six Mile Road NE, Rockford, MI 49341
If you are having any problems with taking measurements, feel free to give us a call,
we can talk you through it - 434-229-1159.
We can also organize a video chat through FaceTime or Skype.
We are so excited to get started on your unique style! We will be in touch very soon!
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